
We are an "IT Consulting, Digital 

Transformation and Product Development 

Startup Company” Leveraging the power of 

Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, 

Data Science, IIOT, Cloud Computing, 

Analytics, and emerging technologies to 

help clients adapt to be “Future Ready” in 

their digital journey.

Building Innovative Solution 

using Emerging Technologies



Introduction

vDigiDocr is more than just a solution for intelligent

data capture and extraction. It combines the best

natural language processing (NLP), machine learning,

and advanced recognition capabilities into a single,

enterprise-scale document capture platform that can

handle any type of document and any job size.

It has advanced features for scanning photos/pdf

documents and translating them into text, tables, and

other formats. It assists businesses in reducing manual

data entry, focusing on more productive tasks, and

automating various administrative processes.



vDigiDocr : OCR software for 

Business Process Automation

AI-ENABLED INTELLIGENT DOCUMENT PROCESSING TOOL

USED TO AUTOMATICALLY IDENTIFY AND EXTRACT TEXT FROM

IMAGES AND DOCUMENTS AND CONVERT THEM INTO DIGITAL

FORMAT FOR BUSINESS PROCESS AUTOMATION.



HOW AI OCR  WORKS

The Easiest And Accurate 

OCR Solution
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vDigiDocr

Manual WorkflowSemi-Automatic  workflow

Quick automation  of data  

entry Workflow

Extract valuable  

information from  your 

document

Automatic Workflow

Where it uses machine & deep

learning algorithms for marking

the boundaries automatically for

extraction of the desired data.

Fully automated and scalable

solution.

Retrieve key-value  pairs from 

financial and insurance forms, 

bank statements, receipts,  

invoices, medical reports etc., 

The OCR algorithm processes only the  

relevant information, extracts the data 

and presents it in a format ready  for 

further integration into business 

processes.

UI where user mark the 

boundaries for data retrieval

UI or Batch Process. It uses predefined

templates with marked boundaries for

data retrieval from the areas of

interest. Once defined, it can be

reused for the data retrieval.



Enterprise automation start with a comprehensive platform for acquiring, processing validating,

and delivering the right data into critical processes.

Faster, straight-through processing - Content from documents entering through any channel nay

forma automatically retracted;understood, and delivered removing manual processing friction

Smooth transactions, smart decisions, rapid action – Laveran customer provided data to

accelerate transactions make smarter decisions and provide quick accurate responses to your

customers

Control predictability, and compliance – Gain full chain of custody renortion and management

of fine tuning of results while ensuring end to end compliance with your process and security

models.

Intelligent data extraction – By Jeveranino natural language processing (NIP) technoloav you can

no automate identification and extraction of date from unstructured documents along with

structured and semi structured documented This helps to accelerate transactions while I

significantly reducing operating costs and errors.

Features & Benefits



Uses of  OCR Technology In

Different Industries 

Education Insurance Recruitment Medical

Transport & Logistics Invoice Processing Finance Manufacturing 



Client Name Location Pain Area Solution offered

Horeca Dubai Big Food trading firm "Horeca" in 

Dubai had 9 staff to process POs 

received everyday and feed the info 

into their ERP system. Wanted to 

automate the manual process to 

reduce human capital cost + fast 

processing + less human error.

API based vDigiDocr for processing POs. 

Output from the API was fed to ERP system 

after price validation. Horeca is able to 

reduce the staff to 4 supporting this process 

and others are engaged in other imp non-

repetitive activity. Accuracy achieved is 

above 90%.

Vitality India Due to heavy competition, client had 

to reduce the rates to process the 

medical records for their US clients. 

To keep margins at same level, 

automating the processing and 

saving over the human capital, 

speed of processing and improved 

volume was desired

vDigiDocr automated the processing of 

Medical Record Review[MRR] using OCR to 

achieve 1.Organized Medical Records with 

medical chronology, index, bookmark 

links, searchable & sortable capability.

2. Removing unwanted pages like 

duplicates and blanks.

3. Ability for the Client to view and 

download reports directly from the portal

Cultural Digitali Italy TM Consulting is the big recruiter in 

Italy processing huge volumes of 

CVs manually every and maintains 

big database of CVs for its 

recruitment function.. They wanted 

to automate CV processing task with 

searchable database..

CVman - is modified version of vDigiDocr 

for processing of CVs.

Using AI OCR, Recruiters can use this 

solution to upload new CVs, as well as 

search in database for candidates relevant 

to their skills criteria  Helped to quickly 

respond to competitive market job 

opportunities. 



vInnovate presents the recorded session of our Al Powered OCR 
Platform giving you brief insight of its features & working…

Link- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZnjYNFPcrE8
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